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RECENT BOOKS 
Books in this section may be reviewed in later issues. Anyone interested in reviewing a book should 
contact the Book Review Editor. 
GENERAL: POUTICAL {5 LEGAL 
POLITICAL PSYCHOLOGY AND BIOPOLITICS: ASSESSING AND PREDICTING ELITE BE-
HAVIOR IN FOREIGN POLICY CRISES. By GERALD W. HOPPLE. Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1980. 
218 pp., paper. 
Gerald Hopple's book, Political Psychology and Biopolitics, discusses the relationship between psychology 
and politics in predicting elite behavior. The author interprets various psychological indicators, espe-
cially those occurring in crisis and war situations. 
The first half of the book emphasizes the biopolitical and psychological foundations of elite foreign 
policy behavior. This small group subfield of social psychology is important because individuals or small 
groups often are determinative in foreign policy decision-making. Hopple reviews the recent empirical 
evidence of the influence that the characteristics of these foreign policy-makers have on their external 
behavior, and shows how foreign policy elites exhibit their behavior in the form of non-verbal in-
dicators. Hopple reveals elite beliefs and personality traits through public source data. 
Throughout the book, Hopple focuses on war and crisis situations. In these stressful situations, the 
characteristics of elites are especially influential on the decision-making process. Hopple is careful to 
note the inherent inaccuracies and problems in the psychological analysis of foreign policy and in the 
prediction of elite behavior. Nevertheless, he concludes that a comparative analysis of beliefs and other 
characteristics of foreign policy-makers can be productive. 
THE POLITICAL ECONOMY OF WAR AND PEACE: THE SINO-SOVIET-AMERICAN 
TRIANGLE AND THE MODERN SECURITY PROBLEMATIQUE. By RICHARD K. ASHLEY. New 
York, NY: Nichols Publishing Co., 1980, 320 pp., cloth. 
In The Political Economy of War and Peace, Richard Ashley studies the balance of power and military 
rivalry between the United States, China and the Soviet Union. Relying on the works of Choucri and 
North, Ashley formulates his own theory of international relations. Ashley develops an extensive 
"problematique," based on the dynamics of growth as a framework for peaceful international relation-
ships. Ashley applies his concept of the modern security "problematique" to the Sino-Soviet-American 
triangle. 
By applying this systematic technique, Ashley analyzes the interdependence of international relations 
and the dynamics of international conflict and violence. "Problematique" analysis, Ashley feels, is more 
adequate than the old balance of power models in describing the probkms of leadership and policy 
coordination. 
Part One of the book introduces the conceptual framework of Ashley's analysis and describes his 
research methodology. He presents a general model which he uses throughout the book. In Part Two, 
Ashley gives the results of his empirical analysis in an historical setting. Part Three reveals the diverse 
aspects of the model and their interrelationship, and the effects of growth on power politics. In this 
regard, Ashley examines the problems resulting from uneven distribution of the world's resources. 
In conclusion, Ashley sums up his modern security "problematique" as a synthesis of theories: balance 
of power, integration, classical imperialism, and international political economy. To achieve peace, 
world leaders must transcend these theories and recognize mutual dependencies. 
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LEGAL ASPECTS OF THE NEW INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC ORDER. EDITED BY KAMAL 
HOSSAIN. New York, NY: Nichols Publishing Co., 1980, 300 pp., $32.50 cloth. 
The agenda for the New International Economic Order (NIEO) is contained in the Declaration and 
Programme of Action on the New International Economic Order adopted by the Sixth Special Session 
of the General Assembly of the United Nations on May 1, 1974. Legal Aspects of the New International 
Economic Order is a series of papers, originally presented at a seminar organized by the Centre for 
Research on the New International Economic Order in 1979. This seminar focussed on the legal aspects 
of the NIEO. 
After an expository and historical introduction the book divides into four parts: economic rights and 
duties of states, transnational corporations and transfer of technology, law of the sea, and natural 
resources. The papers cover aspects of the NIEO such as the formulation of codes of conduct for 
transnational corporations, the future legal regime of seabed resources and whether the U.N. Declara-
tion is binding. The editor provides notes at the end of each paper, and edited transcripts of comments 
made when the papers were presented. The book also contains a comprehensive index. 
LOCAL POLITICS IN COMMUNIST COUNTRIES_ EDITED BY DANIEL N. NELSON. Lexington, KY: 
The University Press o'f Kentucky, 1981,230 pp., $17.50 cloth. 
Local Politics in Communist Countries is a collection of studies by eight scholars. This book addresses 
issues of policy-making and political participation in five communist states. Using field research, these 
scholars provide a comparative view of the local political systems in Poland, China, the Soviet Union, 
Romania, and Yugoslavia. 
In a concluding article the editor, Daniel Nelson, examines the participatory and policy-making 
dilemmas in local communist politics. His central thesis is that the problems faced by local communi~t 
leaders arise from efforts to expand and promote involvement in local political institutions. These 
efforts are difficult to reconcile with the diametric goal of limiting politicization in local political 
institutions. Nelson stresses that participatory and policy-making dilemmas are problematic to the 
communist regimes. However he also notes that community level politics help maintain party rule. Any 
analysis of the central communist institutions and elites is incomplete without this book's emphasis on 
how local politics affect the central institutions of communist states. 
INTERNATIONAL LAW FOR SEAGOING OFFICERS. By BURDICK H. BRITTIN. Annapolis, MD: 
Naval Institute Press, 1981, 483 pp., cloth. 
The focus of this book is to organize the abundance of new material on the law of the seas. Burdick 
Brittin presents this complex legal subject in terms readily understood by the non-lawyer. He discusses 
many changes in international law in this up-dated fourth edition: the expanding claims by coastal states 
on the oceans and the impact on freedom of the seas; the effects of Third World efforts to share in 
maritime resources; and the extensive changes wrought by the Third United Nations Law of the Sea 
Conference. The result is a practical guide to virtually every international legal issue related to the sea. 
Extensive appendices include pertinent treaty provisions. 
Burdick H. Brittin writes with authority on ocean law. He has headed the International Law Division 
of the U.S. Navy's Judge Advocate General. He also served as an advisor to the United Nations 
International Law Commission while with the Department of State. He has participated in numerous 
conferences including the Third Law of the Sea Conference. One can expect that International Law for 
Seagoing Officers will be the definitive text in ocean law for the practitioner and the scholar. 
PSYCHOLOGICAL MODELS IN INTERNATIONAL POLITICS. EDITED BY LAWRENCE S. FAL-
KOWSKI. Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1980, 312 pp., $22.50 cloth. 
Psychological Models in International Politics is part of a continuing series focusing on international 
relations. It assimilates the major psychological models in international politics. This compilation, while 
including the works of a wide variety of scholars, is based on the the assumption that international 
political decisions are a product of systematic behavior that can be readily analyzed. 
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The work begins by discussing disparate psychological factors and their effect on international 
decision-making. The nine separate studies are empirically oriented and represent conclusions of 
current studies. The editor presents the studies in three groups. The first group contains basic 
psychological models which directly focus on the individual and his or her behavior in the international 
political arena. The next section considers the individual and the specific variables which affect the 
decision-making process. The final section extends the discussions of the previous chapters and tempers 
the conclusions with a note of caution. A psychological approach to international politics is still in the 
research and development phase. Nevertheless, by using a series of original studies, the editor has 
provided the reader with the opportunity to sample a wide variety of current thought in this field. 
PRESIDENTIAL DECISIONMAKING IN FOREIGN POLICY: THE EFFECTIVE USE OF IN-
FORMATION AND ADVICE. By ALEXANDER L. GEORGE. Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1980,262 
pp., $24.50 cloth, $10.00 paper. 
Alexander L. George, a former government research analyst and current professor of political 
science, is highly qualified to write on the presidential decision-making process as it relates to foreign 
policy. This work arose from a request by the Commission on the Organization of Government for the 
Conduct of Foreign Policy to analyze the role of certain personal and bureaucratic factors in presiden-
tial decision-making. The final product is Presidential Decisionmaking in Foreign Policy: The Effective Use of 
Information and Advice. It discusses the personal and bureaucratic impediments to the flow of informa-
tion to the President. These obstacles can effect his ability to make well informed decisions. The author 
analyzes three major obstacles to information processing: the dynamics of group behavior, the structure 
and internal processes of small policy-making groups, and the behavior patterns involved in a complex 
organization. 
Having identified these impediments, Professor George proposes solutions to minimize the detrimen-
tal effects of these obstacles on the decision making process. He compares and contrasts three manage-
ment models used by recent presidents. As an expert in this field, Professor George has provided an 
excellent synthesis of the research on presidential decision making in the foreign policy area. 
GENERAL: ECONOMIC fS SOCIAL 
THE TAX/BENEFIT POSITION OF SELECTED INCOME GROUPS IN OECD MEMBER COUN-
TRIES. A REPORT BY THE COMMITTEE ON FISCAL AFFAIRS. Paris: Organisation For Economic Co-
Operation and Development, 150 pp., paper. 
The aim of this latest report of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development's 
Committee of Fiscal Affairs is to provide the 24 OECD countries with comparative data relating to 
disposable income in those countries. The Committee focuses on the effects of women entering the 
labor force and the impact of transfer payments to families with dependent children to assess the 
relative changes in disposable income. In finding that the tax provisions of member nations exert an 
equalizing force on the distribution of disposable income, the Committee notes significant differences 
within the OECD group. For example, the gap between gross and disposable incomes was found to be 
widest in the Scandinavian countries, and narrowest in Italy, Portugal, Austria and France. However, in 
all nations, progressive income taxes offset the effect of regressive social security taxes on the distribu-
tion of disposable earnings. 
MANAGING THE ECONOMY. By DENNIS HEALY, M.P. New York, NY: Council on Foreign Rela-
tions, 1980, 48 pp., paper. 
Named in honor of the Chairman of the Council on Foreign Relations from 1946 until 1953, the 
Russell C. Leffingswell Lecture Series has provided a prominent forum for distinguished foreign 
dignitaries. Dennis Healy, the 1979 lecturer , uses this platform to outline many of the lessons he learned 
from his five years as Chancellor of the Exchequer for the United Kingdom. 
Healy begins the three part address by delineating the economic parameters within which a nation 
must operate. The second part, entitled "The Domestic Balance," enunciates many of the specific 
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economic problems which faced Mr. Healy on his arrival in office. The last part focuses on the factors 
which may force European nations into competition rather than partnership in the struggle for 
economic stability. 
Extremely pragmatic, if not a bit pessimistic throughout much of the lecture, Mr. Healy finishes by 
accentuating the positive developments of the past decade. In conclusion, Healy states that when the 
economically powerful countries of the world act with a degree of altruism, as during the development 
of the international monetary system, progress on the international economic front can occur. 
THE LENDING POLICY OF THE WORLD BANK IN THE 1970.: ANALYSIS AND EVALUA-
TION. By BETTINA S. HURN!. Boulder, CO: Westview Press, 1980, 173 pp., $20.00 cloth. 
The author gives four reasons for studying the lending policies of the world's largest international 
investment agency and development institution at this point in its history: to examine a shift in the 
underlying theory of economic development of developing nations, from the exclusive economic 
growth orientation of the First United Nations Development Decade of the sixties, to a growing focus on 
welfare and distributive justice theory in the seventies; to look at the World Bank's resulting shift of 
emphasis from agriculture and education lending to rural development and poverty eradication 
lending; to distinguish the Bank from other international development agencies; and to review the 
Bank's basic nature and activities, about which the public is often ignorant or misinformed. The book 
considers the developments of the seventies within the historical framework of the Bank's operations 
since its founding in 1945. 
In developing countries external financing is not widespread in relative terms; usually not more than 
five per cent of the total domestic investment. Nevertheless, the author concludes that the World Bank's 
contribution is vital. It is an essential multinational supplement to domestic investment; it attracts other 
investments into a country that the Bank has judged creditworthy; and, finally, it is a positive influence 
on national economic and development policies. Ms. Hurni is critical of the Bank's heavy reliance on 
numerical and statistical criteria and cost-benefit analysis, but she commends the Bank for promoting 
research into growth measures that may better incorporate rapidly changing conditions and political 
factors. She concludes that the Bank's multilateral and practical approach of the seventies is a unique, 
apolitical contribution to the developing nations, and the developed world because this approach is a 
moderating influence on international power relations. 
ENERGY ISSUES AND ALLIANCE RELATIONSHIPS: THE UNITED STATES. WESTERN 
EUROPE AND JAPAN. By ROBERT L. PFALTZGRAFF, JR. Cambridge, MA: Institute for Foreign Policy 
Analysis, 1980, 71 pp .. $6.50 paper. 
Energy shortages constitute an immediate security threat to the United States, Western Europe and 
Japan. Robert Pfaltzgraff explores the energy supply-demand relationships among industrialized states 
in light of the Middle East crisis of 1973. He focuses attention on the issues of international security, 
alliance relationships and nuclear energy. 
THE CAPE ROUTE: IMPERILED WESTERN LIFELINE. By ROBERT J. HANKS. Cambridge, MA: 
Institute for Foreign Policy Analysis, 1981, 80 pp., $6.50 paper. 
The United States and Western Europe have become increasingly dependent on overseas sources of 
raw materials. The Cape Route, which is located off the coast of southern Africa, is a vital sea lane for 
much of those resources. In this report, Robert Hanks focuses on the Cape Route's importance and 
vulnerabilities. He emphasizes the maritime anatomy of the Route, Soviet naval presence along the 
Route and the growing capability of littoral nations to protect the Route. Although military strength 
alone is insufficient, the author suggests that the West should not overlook the need for effective use of 
naval power to safeguard the Cape Route. 
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UNDERSTANDING INFLATION ACCOUNTING. By TIMOTHY S. LUCAS. New York, NY: Financial 
Accounting Standards Board, 1981. 82 pp .• paper. 
One complication of inflation is that prices of different items change at different rates. Thus while 
certain prices are rising others may be declining or remaining constant. The accounting profession 
cannot influence inflation, but it can communicate information helpful for business and economic 
decisions. Traditional "historical cost" accounting statements are inaccurate when inflation unevenly 
affects dollar values. 
In response to this situation, the Financial Accounting Standards Board, in September, 1979, issued 
Statement 33, Financial Reporting ami Changing Prices. This statement requires large corporations to 
include infonnation about the effects of inflation and specific price changes on operations in the 
corporation's annual reports. Understanding Inflation Accounting explains to nonaccountants the ratio-
nale, format and content of this new information. 
Part One describes the new information required by Statement 33. The new information will be used 
in the same manner as the traditional information. Absent inflation, the new information yields the 
same results as traditional methods. Part Two consists of a useful description of income, its definitions 
and measurements. Analysis of financial information is beyond the scope of this book, but the explana-
tion of Statement 33's "new information" is lucid, thorough, and amply illustrated. This volume will 
greatly aid readers in understanding inflation accounting. 
THE FUTURE OF OIL: A SIMULATION STUDY OF THE INTERRELATIONSHIPS OF 
RESOURCES, RESERVES AND USE, 1980-2080. By PETER R. ODELL AND KENNETH E. ROSING. New 
York, NY: Nichols Publishing, 1980, 300 pp., $47.50 cloth. 
The energy policies of many developed nations assume that future oil demand will exceed supply. 
The authors of The Future of Oil challenge that assumption. They note that at least three variables in the 
world energy labyrinth exist: total world oil resources, annual oil production and demand. Each 
variable has a physical, technical, economic and political aspect. The authors suggest that any notion of 
an inevitable energy shortage is simplistic because of the complexity of the problem. They note, for 
example, that previous estimates of the growth of demand are inflated. They also suggest that technical 
innovations in oil exploration and exploitation have made estimates of world oil supply obsolete. The 
authors warn against committing the world's limited financial, managerial and technological resources 
into alternative energy sources, rather than attempting to expand the world's oil supply. 
THE CONTEXT OF ENVIRONMENTAL POLITICS: UNFINISHED BUSINESS FOR AMERICA'S 
THIRD CENTURY. By HAROLD AND MARGARET SPROUT. Lexington, KY: The University Press of 
Kentucky, 1978, 224 pp., $12.00 cloth. 
Environmental protection is not a moot issue in the United States. As the problems of air and water 
pollution continue and the lack of fossil fuels becomes more apparent, the U.S. must choose between 
exploitation and conservation. The authors of The Context of Environmental Politics believe that the 
American environmental problem requires a political solution. The authors explore the conditions 
which influence the American political response in order to increase the reader's awareness of the 
present U.S. dilemma and to encourage change. Recognizing the emphasis on short-term economic 
gains and increasing expectations, the authors are sensitive to the politician's dilemma of advocating 
costly conservation programs. Some present government conservation programs, however, already 
have resulted in improvements. The authors express a hope that this is only the beginning. 
GENERAL: MIliTARY, TECHNOLOGICAL f:f SCIENTIFIC 
INTERNATIONAL INSTRUMENTS FOR NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER. EDITED BY 
L. MANNING MUNTZING. La Grange Park, IL: American Nuclear Society, 1978,639 pp., $49.00 cloth. 
The rapid expansion of the worldwide nuclear power industry in the past two decades has been one 
of the most significant economic and technological developments of the twentieth century. At the dawn 
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of this expansion, the legal institutions necessary for such developments were either in infancy or 
non-existent. However, within a few years, the nations of the world created an institutional framework 
to govern the growing trade in nuclear commodities. At the center of this framework were the Statute of 
the International Atomic Energy Agency and the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. Multilateral and 
bilateral treaties complemented this central framework. 
This book gathers together the various treaties and agreements that govern international nuclear 
commerce. The authors compare the nuclear export policies of the major supplier nations. The 
objective of the publisher is to highlight the similarities and the variations of national policies, thus 
presenting a new perspective on nuclear technology transfer. 
ATOMIC ENERGY: A NEW START. By DAVID E. LiUENTHAL. New York, NY: Harper & Row, 1980, 
117 pp., $8.95 cloth. 
The future of nuclear energy is an issue to which the layman often responds emotionally. The layman 
hears either that nuclear power is indispensable for prosperity or that it represents an ominous threat to 
health and safety. Yet, many laymen, both opponents and proponents, are ignorant of the technical 
aspects of nuclear energy. Atomic Energy: A New Start is a book which can remedy that ignorance. Its 
explanations of nuclear processes, problems and solutions can be easily comprehended by the non-
technical reader. 
The world is at a critical point with respect to nuclear energy and its contemplated uses. Thirty-five 
years ago, at the dawn of the atomic age, many hoped that the nations of the world would turn away 
from the destructive uses of nuclear energy and, instead, pursue its peaceful uses. Ironically, the 
opposite result appears to have occurred. Despite the efforts of recent administrations to curb strategic 
arms and proliferation, nuclear arsenals remain at an ever increasing level. In addition, new nations are 
entering the nuclear community at an alarming rate. David E. Lilienthal explains how the world 
reached this critical point and suggests a new course for the safe employment of nuclear power in the 
future. 
David Lilienthal is admirably suited for this task. He was a founding director and chairman of the 
Tennessee Valley Authority. President Truman appointed him to be the first chairman of the Atomic 
Energy Commission. As its chairman, he was instrumental in shaping the nuclear policy that continues 
to have effect today. However, he also warned of nuclear dangers at an early stage. In 1963, as a private 
citizen, Lilienthal initiated and led the opposition to the placement of a nuclear power plant in the 
densely populated Borough of Queens, New York. 
This book contains many fascinating vignettes which Lilienthal draws from his work in the field. He 
gives the reader an awareness of the hazards of the present nuclear energy policy. The book also 
presents an optimism that humankind can still chart a safe and beneficial course for nuclear power. 
THE OIL INDUSTRY AND GOVERNMENT STRATEGY IN THE NORTH SEA. By OYSTEIN 
HORENG. London: Croom Helm, 1980,268 pp., cloth. 
The estimated petroleum reserves under the North Sea rival those of Kuwait. Two countries, the 
United Kingdom and Norway, are extracting these reserves. Both nations are relatively new to the ranks 
of oil producing countries and have developed different strategies and policies towards oil extraction in 
the North Sea. The relationships between the oil companies and the governments of the United 
Kingdom and Norway are the focus of this study. The author emphasizes policy considerations rather 
than economic analysis. These governments knew relatively little about oil extraction when they 
discovered the extent of the reserves. The oil industry was largely ignorant of the political realities of 
the two nations. The history of North Sea oil is the story of two separate learning processes: the 
governments of the United Kingdom and Norway learning the economics of the oil industry, and the oil 
industry learning the new operating requirements of the United Kingdom and Norway. 
The author examines the differing policies of the two governments in the context of each nation's 
varying degree of state participation, administration and organizational problems, taxation policies, and 
respective economic and political structures including the relationship between the private and public 
sectors. The analysis concludes with an examination of the future prospects of both nations' oil policies. 
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STRATEGIC THOUGHT IN THE NUCLEAR AGE. EDITED BY HOSSEII' AMIRSADEGHI AND LAURENCE 
MARTIN. Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press. 1979, 233 pp., cloth. 
In this collection of short essays seven experts on strategic weapons and international affairs examine 
the strategic role of military force since 1945. Despite the advent of thermonuclear weaponry and its 
unprecedented destructive power, military might and armed force remain fundamental instruments of 
policy. Policy itself is now shaped to a greater extent than in the past by economic factors and the 
perceived division of the world into the western, socialist and non-aligned nations. As industrialization 
and development proceed, economic, social and political imbalances upset the present balance of 
power. Nuclear proliferation combined with the disintegration of the social and political order in many 
regions plays a critical role in strategic intelligence. Threat perception and risk evaluation have largely 
influenced the evolution of nuclear strategic doctrine. 
A worldwide total of almost four hundred billion dollars is spent annually on armaments. The 
alternative to an arms race is disarmament or arms control. Military power is a reality; instead of seeking 
the utopian and unrealistic goal of total disarmament, policy planners and arms control negotiators 
should continue to manage nuclear arms so that wars become less rather than more frequent. 
TERRORISM AND GLOBAL SECURITY: THE NUCLEAR THREAT. By Loms RENE BERES. Boul-
der, CO: Westview Press, 1979, 154 pp., cloth. 
Nuclear terrorism is the subject of this book by Louis Rene Beres. The author describes the possible 
forms and effects of such terrorism, ranging from the use of nuclear explosives to nuclear reactor 
sabotage. Beres urges the development of plans to thwart nuclear terrorism and recommends several 
counter strategies for nuclear terrorism. The author divides these recommendations into three catego-
ries of action: preventing nuclear terrorism through improved physical security and nonproliferation; 
weakening the adversary through in depth behavioral strategies; and promoting the integrated efforts 
of world leaders. The book concludes by stressing the need for an improved world order, characterized 
by cooperation, not competition, among countries. 
FIRST LINE OF DEFENSE: FORTY YEARS' EXPERIENCES OF A CAREER DIPLOMAT. By JOHN 
MOORS CABOT. Washington, DC: School of Foreign Service, Georgetown University, 1981, 167 pp., 
cloth. 
In First Line of Defense, John Moors Cabot recounts the events of his forty-year career in the Foreign 
Service of the United States. Cabot describes a personal history as a diplomat in a variety of high 
responsibility assignments. Ambassador Cabot's career was diverse: he served in Latin America, the Far 
East, Northern Europe, and Eastern Europe. Cabot's recollections include discussion of several con-
troversial foreign policy issues. Cabot is unwavering in his defense of U.S. involvement in the overthrow 
of a Marxist dictatorship in Latin America, and he proudly compares the U.S. role in Latin America 
with the aggressive tactics of the Soviet Union in Eastern Europe. Cabot also reflects on his various 
relationships with the press, the CIA, other U.S. diplomats and foreign statesmen. 
WESTERN EUROPE 
THE THREE PER CENT SOLUTION AND THE FUTURE OF NATO. By STAFF OF FOREIGN POUCY 
RESEARCH INSTITUTE. Philadelphia, PA: Foreign Policy Research Institute, 1981, 118 pp., $6.95 paper. 
How should the financial costs of maintaining NATO be allocated among member states, and what 
should be NATO's budget? For example, in 1975 NATO's defense budget was almost $150 billion, of 
which the United States contributed $93 billion, about 63%. West Germany contributed the second 
highest amount, $16\4 billion, 12% of the total. The Three Per Cent Solution addresses those problems. 
Though NATO is a long-standing and generally successful coalition, strains began to show in the early 
seventies. Separating the United States and European nations were new commercial and fiscal rivalries 
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and the non-European prioritIes of the U.S. Important changes in the world military balance also 
occurred and perceptions of American power changed. The western nations' defense spending de-
clined in real terms over the preceding two decades, as compared to an increase in Soviet bloc defense 
spending. NATO members proposed and adopted the "three per cent solution" as a means of symboliz-
ing unity, assuring regular growth and strengthening mutual defense. Each NATO member pledged an 
annual increase in its defense budget of three per cent, discounted for inflation, over a five year period 
commencing in 1979. 
Was this incremental increase financially and militarily adequate to protect and defend the West in a 
period of economic stagnation and high inflation? The Foreign Policy Research Institute concludes the 
"solution" is inadequate. The Institute studies the origins of the "solution," and documents its course 
through political, bureaucratic and military circles. The Three Per Cent Solution is a readable, provocative 
historical and policy analysis of the problems posed by long-range defense planning in NATO. 
EUROPE IN SEARCH OF ITS IDENTITY. By ROBERT MARJOLIN. New York, NY: Council on Foreign 
Relations, 1981,77 pp., paper. 
Since he became the first Secretary General of the Organization for European Cooperation, Robert 
Marjolin has been intimately involved with the process of western European economic integration. His 
lecture, the 1980 Russell C. Leffingswell address, relates his personal observations on the specific 
elements of this integration. First, he traces Europe's post World War II history including the Marshall 
Plan, the Schumann Plan and the proposal for the Europe Defence Community (EDC). However, the 
EDC treaty was rejected and Europe's drive toward unity reached an impasse. 
The unification took a major step forward with the formation of the Common Market. Mr. Marjolin 
delves into the reasons behind the unprecedented expansion of European economic activity in the 
sixties within the Common Market. He notes that the Common Market has acquired a distinct feeling of 
unity and independence from the United States. This was illustrated by Europe's unwillingness to 
automatically follow the U.S. lead in foreign affairs. Despite recent cooperation, Marjolin concludes, the 
prospect of a unified Europe is not presently forseeable. 
FORCE REDUCTIONS IN EUROPE: STARTING OVER. By JEFFREY RECORD. Cambridge, MA: 
Institute for Foreign Policy Analysis, 1980,91 pp., $6.50 paper. 
Since 1973 NATO and the Warsaw Pact have participated in formal negotIatIOns known as the 
Mutual and Balanced Force Reductions (MBFR). Despite continued negotiations, a MBFR accord is 
deadlocked on many issues, including a dispute over the size of forces currently in the reduction area. 
As a result the MBFR has yet to achieve its goal of a more stable military balance in Europe. 
The author, Jeffery Record, examines MBFR's origin and development. He observes that NATO's 
security interests have not been served. In a critique of NA TO's bargaining position, he proposes that 
N A TO shift its focus from force reductions to establishing inspections aimed at preventing a surprise 
use of force. 
POLITICAL PARTIES IN EUROPE. By THEO STAMMEN. London: John Martin Publishing, 1980,321 
1'1'., paper. 
In 1979 European Economic Community (EEC) member countries held direct elections for a Euro-
pean Parliament. The author, Theo Stammen, explains the reasons for the delay of this essential step 
toward EEC political integration. Stammen considers the roots and implications of the European 
parliamentary elections by studying European political parties. She analyzes current national party 
systems and existing transnational party relationships in order to predict party relationships after the 
elections. The book concludes with an appendix containing the results of the election. 
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THE SOVIET UNION fS EASTERN EUROPE 
EASTERN EUROPE AND TIlE TIlIRD WORLD: EAST VS. SOUTH. EDITED BY MICHAEL RADU. 
New York, NY: Praeger, 1981, 356 pp., cloth. 
Michael Radu has edited a collection of essays concerning the relationship between Eastern Europe 
and Third World nations. The essays indicate in detail the East European motivation and interest in 
trade with the Third World. 
Shortages in raw materials have forced Eastern Europe to look toward Asia, Africa and Latin America 
for new supply sources. The interrelations discussed in these essays lead to the same conclusion: as East 
European countries become more dependent on smaller Third World nations, they will become less 
dependent on the Soviet Union. 
TIlE FOREIGN POLICIES OF EAST EUROPE: NEW APPROACHES. EDITED BY RONALD H. 
LINDEN. New York, NY: Praeger, 1981, 322 pp., cloth. 
Many scholars who have analyzed the foreign policies of East European states believe that the Soviet 
Union controls these countries. However, many of these scholars have focused on the Soviet Union 
rather than the individual East European states in reaching this conclusion. Ronald H. Linden argues 
that the result of this focus has been too much attention on the Soviet Union and not enough on the 
small states which comprise East Europe. To remedy this deficiency Linden has compiled the works of 
ten scholars who take a different approach to analyzing the foreign policies of East European countries. 
Thus, this volume presents a reevaluation of traditional views and a revised perception of Eastern 
Europe. Linden believes that each East European state interprets its own situations and options. 
The scholars in FllTeign Policies of East Europe analyze the relationships between East Europe and the 
Soviet Union. They also examine the interdependences, opportunities and conflicts between the states of 
East Europe. The result is a fresh perspective of great value to international analysts and spectators. 
THE SOVIET UNION IN WORLD POLITICS. EDITED BY KURT LoNDON. Boulder, CO: Westview 
Press, 1980, 359 pp., cloth. 
This collection of essays provides an in depth look at the Soviet Union in the context of world politics 
today. The editor, Kurt London, has provided essays that describe the principles upon which Soviet 
foreign policy is founded. Other essays analyze the dual motivations of communism and nationalism 
exhibited in Soviet history. London has included regional case studies of Soviet foreign policies, 
including Soviet interaction and involvement in Eastern Europe, Western Europe, the Middle East, 
Africa, East Asia, Southeast Asia, Latin America, and the United States. The book contains an examina-
tion of Soviet armed forces and military strategies and their relation to international order. 
TIlE UNNOTICED CHALLENGE: SOVIET MARITIME STRATEGY AND THE GLOBAL 
CHOKE POINTS. By ROBERT J. HANKS. Cambridge, MA: Institute for Foreign Policy Analysis, 1980, 
66 pp., $6.50 paper. 
The Unnoticed Challenge addresses the rise of Soviet maritime power. The author, a retired U.S. naval 
officer, notes that Soviet naval forces strive to control restricted global passages, known as "choke 
points," along shipping lanes. 
The author compares the evolution of Soviet maritime thought to major maritime activities in history, 
such as those of Portugal in the age of exploration and the British Empire at the height of its colonial 
power. The analysis further reveals that the Soviet naval strength has steadily increased over the past 
two decades while U.S. naval power has declined. The author advocates the reversal of this trend by the 
restoration of the United States as a naval power. 
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THE MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA 
THE MIDDLE EAST: A POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC SURVEY. EDITED By PETER MANSFIELD. 
Oxford: 1980. 579 pp., $29.95 cloth. 
The Middle East, which the west largely ignored until recently was the cradle of civilization. Three of 
the world's great religions, as well as much artistic thought and scientific technology, have their origins 
in the Middle East. In an effort to foster understanding of the political and economic significance of 
Middle East nations today, the author examines the geographic, political, historical, and economic roots 
of each major country in the region. The author also presents a succinct overview of the entire region, 
tracing forward its history from the birth of Mohammed, the struggles over the Caliphate and the 
Crusades, to the complex conHielS embroiling the Middle East today. The book includes a short history 
of the oil industry in the Middle East. 
The author devotes a chapter to each particular country. In each, he discusses the pbysical geog-
raphy, demography, religious background and historical and political development of tbat country. 
The author brieHy treats the economic infrastructure of each nation, placing emphasis on developing 
industries, particularly the oil industry. Tbe author also devotes a section in each chapter to a survey of 
the political institutions of that nation. An appendix contains general economic and demographic data. 
Each chapter concludes with an analysis assessing the future in economic and political terms, for that 
particular country. 
THE RAPID DEPLOYMENT FORCE AND U,S. MILITARY INTERVENTION IN THE PERSIAN 
GULF. By JEFFREY RECORD. Cambridge, MA: Institute for Foreign Policy Analysis, 1981.82 pp., paper. 
In response to the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979, the Carter Administration 
established the Rapid Deployment Force (RDF) for the purpose of countering any military threat to the 
How of oil from the Persian Gulf area. In this book, Jeffrey Record analyzes possible threats to the 
Persian Gulf and the difficulties facing any attempt to counter those threats with military force. Record 
examines the RDF in light of the roles it may play. The book points out the weaknesses in the present 
RDF including insufficient strategic and tactical mobility, lack of a centralized command structure and 
reliance on the establishment of supply bases and stationing of support personnel in a potentially 
unstable host country. 
The author concludes that the RDF, as presently constituted, would be unable to effectively defend 
the Persian Gulf area. In the final chapter, Record suggests that the United States may overcome the 
deficiencies of the RDF by replacing it with a small, highly trained, sea-based force supported by 
increased naval power. Despite the difficulties in assembling and equipping such a force, the author 
asserts that such changes are necessary if the United States wants to establish a credible military defense 
of the Persian Gulf. 
AID IN AFRICA. By GUY ARNOLD. New York, NY: Nichols Publishing, 1979, 240 pp., cloth. 
Guy Arnold argues that Western aid to developing African countries constitutes a new colonialism in 
Africa. To support this thesis he presents statistics on aid to African countries and an analysis of the 
implications of this aid for Africa. Arnold believes that Western aid is not altruistic; instead, he asserts, 
Western countries use aid to induce dependence, achieve political friendships and assure an acceptable 
government. Further, Arnold argues, this process has not helped the economic development of Africa. 
As a solution, Arnold advocates a new aid program and calls on aid recipients to scrutinize donor 
motives. 
ASIA & THE PACIFIC 
CHINA'S TRANSITION TO INDUSTRIALISM. By THOMAS G. RAWSKI. Ann Arbor. MI: The 
University of Michigan Press, 1980,211 pp., cloth. 
The rapid transition in China from an agrarian to an industrial economy is attributable, in part, to the 
growth of domestic producer industries. China bas a practice of dividing industry along producer and 
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consumer lines. Producer industries. such as in the chemical and engineering sectors, had a strong 
impact on the growth of the Chinese economy. Thomas Rawski theorizes that the development of this 
producer sector is essential to economic growth. In his book, Rawski analyzes the effect of the 
introduction of modern technology and skills on the development of production and economic expan-
sion in China. 
The book begins with a historical survey of Chinese producer industries since 1900. The author then 
deals with the 1949-57 era a time of rapid growth in output and little concern for quality. Technical 
advances and aid came from the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. The first Five-Year-Plan 
implemented in 1953 resulted in some economic growth, but qualitative problems hampered it. 
Although the Chinese attempted to correct these problems, the Great Leap Forward (1958-60) hin-
dered reforms by stressing the importance of output volume. China was forced to face this disregard for 
quality over quantity when economic disaster struck in 1960 and the Soviet Union withdrew all aid. 
Raw'ski notes that since 1960, the Chinese have refocused policy on quality, and the results have been 
positive. China has become a much more technologically self-sufficient country. 
The remainder of the book analyzes various aspects and problems of the producer sector. Rawski 
suggests methods of incorporating a qualitative policy in China's institutional industrial setting similar 
to that in the Soviet Union. Such methods include administrative reforms and improvement of 
managerial morale. Rawski concludes by making a number of international comparisons, and analyzing 
the Chinese experience as a possible model for undeveloped nations. 
WHO'S WHO IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA. By WOLFGANG BARTKE. Armonk, NY: 
M. E. Sharpe, 1981,744 pp., $100.00 cloth. 
Who's Who in the People'S Republic of China is a mammoth compilation of biographical sketches of those 
persons influential in China's rapidly changing circles of power. Hampered by the Chinese govern-
ment's reluctance to disclose personal profiles or even basic biographical data, Wolfgang Bartke 
resorted to information reported by the Chinese press since 1958 in gathering over a quarter million 
pieces of data. The assembled sketches, often accompanied by photos, attempt to provide a method by 
which to evaluate the influence and personal history of China's military, government and party leaders. 
Collecting these biographies was not always a smooth process. For example, Bartke notes the 
elimination of over 1000 biographies from the work following the purge of the Gang of Four. 
likewise, difficulties persisted over the listing of particular cadres as dead or alive after disappearances 
for reasons unknown. Despite these difficulties, Who's Who in the People'S Republic of China will be a 
valuable research tool in any attempt to secure an accurate knowledge of current Chinese affairs. 
NORTH AMERICA 
THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE. By DOUGLAS KINNARD. Lexington, KY: The University of Kentucky 
Press, 1980, 264 pp., $19.50 cloth. 
In analyzing the evolution of the office of secretary of defense since its creation in 1947, Douglas 
Kinnard focuses on five secretaries: James Forrestal, Charles Wilson, Robert McNamara, Melvin Laird 
and James Schlesinger. Kinnard discusses the importance of the role of secretary of defense and traces 
the development of the position through these men. He discusses the five secretaries in their roles as 
policy-makers, managers of the defense establishment, crisis negotiators and civilian leaders of the 
military. 
Kinnard devotes a chapter to each of the five secretaries. The chapters examine the domestic and 
international situation confronting each of the respective secretaries. Then follows a discussion of that 
secretary's role as national security leader and his relationship to political and military leaders, and the 
results of his term in office. Kinnard concludes each chapter with his perceptions of the role played by 
the secretary while in office. 
A major concern of the book is the multitude of problems each secretary faced in dealing with 
civil-military relationships. The office of secretary of defense greatly increased in significance, partially 
as a result of presidential support against sometimes hostile military protest. Often the competency with 
which the secretary wielded his power as defense head affected the outcome of the civil-military 
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struggle. Kinnard emphasizes not only the effects each man had on the office. but also the historical and 
political situations which circumscribed the secretary's role. 
The book concludes with a chapter which takes a retrospective look at the institution of secretary of 
defense. Kinnard thus concludes his analysis of the effect each secretary had on the institution. and of 
the many important factors which molded the office. 
DAVID BRUCE'S "LONG TELEGRAM" OF JULY 11.1951. By MARTIN F. HERZ. Washington. DC: 
Institute for the Study of Diplomacy. School of Foreign Service. Georgetown University. 1978. 24 pp .• 
paper. 
In the early 1950's Western Europe was faced with the seemingly imminent possibility of a Russian 
invasion. The Communist takeover of Czechoslovakia and the Berlin blockade. combined with the 
invasion of South Korea. forced the issue of military defense to the forefront. One of the major 
problems facing the North Atlantic Council was the integration of West Germany into the NATO plans 
without fragmenting the unity of the West in order to create an effective military defense structure. 
In this book. Martin Herz describes how the allies formulated two divergent approaches to this 
problem. France. like other nations at the time. was wary of the re-establishment of the German 
military. Thus. France proposed the formation of a European Army which would include the military 
forces of each nation and integrate them 'on "the level of the smallest possible unit." The NATO 
Defense Committee. while not opposed to the French proposal, favored a "short-term" integration of 
German units into NATO. 
On June 28, 1951. the U.S. State Department. concerned with finding the speediest solution to the 
problem, sent a telegram to David Bruce. the U.S. Ambassador to France. which supported member-
ship for Germany in NATO. while merely giving nominal support to the European Army concept. This 
study reprints and analyzes Bruce's response. By describing the telegram in its proper historical context. 
the author demonstrates how Bruce used all of the resources available to a skilled diplomat -
organization, implication. tact and logic - in formulating a message that persuaded the State Depart-
ment to change its views on the subject and support the European Army concept. 
